PDT

CET

TITLE (ORIGINAL)

TITLE (ENGLISH)

DIRECTOR

COUNTRY

11:00 AM

19:00

Chanson à Part

Song Sotto Voce

PIERRE BESSETTE

Chile, France

11:10 AM

19:10

PAS DE DEUX, FROID

PAS DE DEUX, FROID

CARLES PÀMIES

Spain

11:20 AM

19:20

STO[NE]S

STO[NE]S

MARCIN GIZYCKI

Poland

11:25 AM

19:25

Monument

Monument

MARCIN GIZYCKI

Poland

11:30 AM

19:30

Black and Tan Fantasy / Répétition

Black and Tan Fantasy / Repetition

MARIO COTE

Canada

11:55 AM

19:55

Painting Light - episode 3

Painting Light - episode 3

David Valverde Martínez

Spain

12:00 PM

20:00

Reality Hamlet (2018)

Reality Hamlet (2018)

David Valverde Martínez

Spain

12:05 PM

20:05

Ouroboros

Ouroboros

Harvey goldman, Jing Wang

United States

12:15 PM

20:15

Colorado Counties: A Journey in
Watercolor

Colorado Counties: A Journey in
Watercolor

RONNIE CRAMER

United States

12:25 PM

20:25

Feed Back

Feed Back

Hyunsung Jo

Korea, South

12:40 PM

20:40

and their faces will be painted

and their faces will be painted

ELIN GLÆRUM HAUGLAND

Norway

12:45 PM

20:45

LA VERA MEMORIA

THE REAL MEMORY

STEFANO GROSSI

Italy

1:40 PM

21:40

Splendida Moarte Accident

The Blissfull Accidental Death

SERGIU NEGULICI

Romania

1:55 PM

21:55

Solar Ring triptych

Solar Ring triptych

Valentina Lacmanovic

Croatia,
Netherlands

2:10 PM

22:10

Fantasiflukt

Fantasyescape

SONDRE PETTERSEN

Norway

2:15 PM

22:15

Brothers

Brothers

Juha Lilja

Sweden

2:20 PM

22:20

MIES ON SCENE. BARCELONA IN
TWO ACTS

MIES ON SCENE. BARCELONA IN TWO
ACTS

Pep Martín & Xavi Campreciós

Spain

3:20 PM

23:20

AWARD ANNOUNCEMENT

Chanson À Part / Song Sotto Voce
04 min, Chile, France, 2017
Experimental / Fiction / Art / Drama
Director: Pierre Bessette
A young woman wanders the deserted expanses with a rolling suitcase. A father
appears on her skin like a tattoo. A journey between two distresses where poetry
is the only salvation.

Friday, March 30th, 11:00 am PDT/19.00 CET

Director:
Pierre Bessette, France
Pierre Bessette is a 40 years old philosophy teacher at Lycée Français de
Santiago. His first move Narcis (International Film Festival Anonimul selection 2011) was already an attempt to question Real with poetry. Trough
cinema, he tries to produce clarity and not necessarily comprehension.
Fresh Stream Experimental Film Festival, the 1st Edition, 2018

Pas De Deux, Froid
07 min, Spain, 2017
Experimental / Art / Dance
Director: Carles Pàmies
Two persons without home, homeless, dream and in their dream they dance
together. The constant loneliness and the attraction / misunderstanding with
other persons will define the choreographic relation between them.

Friday, March 30th,
11:10 am PDT/19.10 CET

Director:
Carles Pàmies, Spain
Licensed in Sciences of Information. He alternates the most insipid literature with the accomplishment of
the most sordid television programs in all the spanish Networks during the last 30 years. He obtains
some Literary minor Awards. In 1996 he publishes Cruel World, that the critique estimates but that turns
out to be a commercial success. He edits also his next poem book, and later dedicates his works to the
future unknown generations. His other multidisciplinary activities remain in hidden desks or have been
punished by the law. FILMS AND VIDEOS Escenas de caza en el Baix Maresme – Super 8 (1987) Tetas
Betacam (1991) – Producción y Dirección Finalista Mostra de Cinema Jove – Valencia 1991 Selección
ARCO Generalitat de Catalunya 1992 Inquisición Hi 8 (1992) – Producción y Dirección Symposium 16
mm (1997) – Producción y Dirección Mi Sitio Mini DV (2003) – Producción y Dirección I Can Say Mini DV
(2005) – Producción y Dirección Finalist Festival Envideo 2005 – Caceres (Spain) Finalist Festival
Filmstock 2005- Luton (England) Finalist Cheapshot Festival 2005- Los Angeles (USA) Finalist End of
Pier Fest. 2005- Bognor Regis (England) Finalist Festival Gandia 2005 – Gandia (Spain) Finalist Aarhus
Festival 2006 – Aarhus (Denmark) 42 Y 195 Mini DV (2005) – Producción y Dirección Helena que
cumplirá 16 en 2020 Dvcam (2005) – Producción y Dirección RotorX Dvcam (2005) – Producción y
Dirección My Place Mini DV (2006) – Producción i Dirección Los Hombres Huecos Dvcam (2006-Work in
progress) – Producción y Dirección Tiovivo 2006 (2008)– Mini DV – Producción y Dirección Finalista
premio Videopoesía La Vanguardia 2009 Menina’s Ramblas (2008)– Mini DV – Producción y Dirección
Quién es Quién (2008) – Mini DV – Producción y Dirección Labios de Granito (2009) – Mini DV –
Producción y Dirección Hojas (2010) – HDV – Producción y Dirección Estación de Paso (2010) – DVcam
– Producción y Dirección Finalista premio Videopoesía La Vanguardia 2011 Who Cares Where - (2015) GoPro HD1080 Where Art Lies (2015) - GoPro HD1080 Pas de Deux, Froid (2017) – HD – Producción y
Dirección

Fresh Stream Experimental Film Festival, the 1st Edition, 2018

Friday, March 30th, 11:20 am PDT/19.20 CET

Sto[Ne]S
02 min, Poland, 2015
Animation / Experimental / Art / Music
Experimental, Stop Motion
Director: Marcin Gizycki
The English word STONES contains two Polish words: STO = ONE HUNDRED
and STOS = PILE. A pile of stones was used to create this abstract
extravaganza of moving stripes and circles.

Director:
Marcin Gizycki, Poland
Art and film historian, critic, curator, filmmaker. Associate Professor at Katowice
School of Technology in Katowice, Poland. Artistic Director of “Animator”
International Animated Film Festival in Poznan, Poland. Assistant Professor at
Rhode Island School of Design. Former Editor-in-chief of “Animafilm” (ASIFA
quarterly). He is the author of seven books and has made a number of
documentary, experimental, and animated films, among them I Am Providence:
The Story of H.P. Lovecraft and His City (1997), The Island of Jan Lenica
(1998), Travels of Daniel Szczechura (2005), 106 Olney Street (2007), Sicilian
Flea (2008), Panta Rhei (2008), Aquatura (2010), Alfred Schreyer of Drohobych
(2010), AE (2011), Kinefaktura (2012), F.I.T (2012), FFF1 (2013), A MagicLantern Life (2014), White Curtain (2014), Watch Your Toughs (2015), Mono
Canne (2015), FH (Film Haiku) (2015), STO[NE]S (2015).
Fresh Stream Experimental Film Festival, the 1st Edition, 2018

Monument
02 min, Poland, 2016
Animation / Experimental / Art / History / Peace / Politics / War
2D, Animated Objects, Cut-outs, Experimental, Photos
Director: Marcin Gizycki
A secret life of monumental sculptures from The Soviet Military Cemetery in
Warsaw, Poland.

Friday, March 30th, 11:25 am PDT/19.25 CET

Director:
Marcin Gizycki, Poland
Art and film historian, critic, curator, filmmaker. Associate Professor at Katowice
School of Technology in Katowice, Poland. Artistic Director of “Animator”
International Animated Film Festival in Poznan, Poland. Assistant Professor at
Rhode Island School of Design. Former Editor-in-chief of “Animafilm” (ASIFA
quarterly). He is the author of seven books and has made a number of
documentary, experimental, and animated films, among them I Am Providence:
The Story of H.P. Lovecraft and His City (1997), The Island of Jan Lenica
(1998), Travels of Daniel Szczechura (2005), 106 Olney Street (2007), Sicilian
Flea (2008), Panta Rhei (2008), Aquatura (2010), Alfred Schreyer of Drohobych
(2010), AE (2011), Kinefaktura (2012), F.I.T (2012), FFF1 (2013), A MagicLantern Life (2014), White Curtain (2014), Watch Your Toughs (2015), Mono
Canne (2015), FH (Film Haiku) (2015), STO[NE]S (2015).
Fresh Stream Experimental Film Festival, the 1st Edition, 2018

Friday, March 30th, 11:30 am PDT/19.30 CET

Black And Tan Fantasy / Répétition
25 min, Canada, 2015
Documentary / Experimental / Art / Dance / Jazz / Music / Poetry / Women
Director: Mario Cote
In 1947, Françoise Sullivan first came into contact with the music and dance of
black Harlem neighbourhoods in New York. At the time, she choreographed
Black and Tan, to the music of Duke Ellington, which she performed the following
year in Montreal in the famous dance recital at Ross House. The documentary
takes us behind the scenes to the re-creation of the work, as performed today by
dancer Ginette Boutin in the artist's studio and on stage in a deserted bar.

Director:
Mario Cote, Canada
Mario Cote, painter and video artist, lives and works in Montreal. Since 1994,
he teaches at l?Ecole des arts visuels et mediatiques of l'Universite du Quebec
to Montreal. He is active in the Media Arts Research Centre Hexagram/UQAM.
Initiator of several collaborations in the field of experimental video, he
questions the notions of dancing body in collaboration with several
choreographers and of reading body with writers, authors, composers and
filmmakers. He leads research groups: ARC_PHONO (2005-2012) and
ARC_DANSE (2009-2015).

Fresh Stream Experimental Film Festival, the 1st Edition, 2018

Painting Light - Episode 3
01 min, Spain, 2017
Animation / Experimental / Web Series / Action / Adolescence / Art /
Fantasy / Film Noir
Drawing on Film, Experimental, Photos
Director: David Valverde Martínez
Artistic practice in David Valverde's Teen Film Workshop, mixing Photography,
Painting with Light and Script. The result is one more chapter of the series
Painting Light

Friday, March 30th,
11:55 am PDT/19.55 CET

Director:
David Valverde Martínez, Spain
David Valverde Martinez is a filmmaker who has made himself. Expelled from
the school of photography in Barcelona (the following year they exhibited
pictures of me right there, as an example for the students) and without having
entered any school of Cinematography, I decided to embark on this exciting
journey in 1990. I have participated in many International Festivals , I had the
honor of being given a Section to my name at the International Film Festival of
Catalonia (Sitges Film Festival) in 2003 where I was able to present all the
short films I wanted. I was in the Forum of Cultures 2004 of Barcelona with
other works. At the Berlinale too. In Buenos Aires making an exhibition of
Photography and Video (Esteban Lisa Foundation, year 2005), and so on ...
Then came the silence. After a tough fight against the disease of pancreatitis,
in 2014 I embarked on a pioneering project in northern Argentina: The Film
Workshop for Children and Adolescents (I came to this country because of the
crisis, although I miss my hometown: Barcelona) . In this project I try to teach
Cinematography to the little ones, where pedagogy and art come together and
project lots of moments of happiness, fun and ... very interesting short films! I
wondered if we could enter the professional circuit of Short Film Festivals in 3
years and ... here we are! Being selected with several works of my students
from 2017, and winning prizes in addition! This is paradise! Attached link to my
resume. http://tallerdecine.foro.bz/h6-curriculum-david-valverde
Fresh Stream Experimental Film Festival, the 1st Edition, 2018

Reality Hamlet
04 min, Spain, 2018
Experimental / Fiction / Adolescence / Cinema / Comedy / Drama /
Literature
Drawing on Film, Experimental, Photos
Director: David Valverde Martínez
We must break what separates fiction from raw reality in a film. Now we will not
know if the actors are acting, or if it is real life and live filmed... although
directed. It is about creating a border space where reality/life is diluted. A place
where you can not discern both. The Cinema turned into an unpredictable show,
into an open performance. All this always, until the director wants. Reality
Hamlet is an exercise from the students of Film Workshop for Children &
Teenagers by David Valverde.

Friday, March 30th,
12:00 pm PDT/20.00 CET

Director:
David Valverde Martínez, Spain
David Valverde Martinez is a filmmaker who has made himself. Expelled from the school of
photography in Barcelona (the following year they exhibited pictures of me right there, as an
example for the students) and without having entered any school of Cinematography, I decided
to embark on this exciting journey in 1990. I have participated in many International Festivals ,
I had the honor of being given a Section to my name at the International Film Festival of
Catalonia (Sitges Film Festival) in 2003 where I was able to present all the short films I wanted.
I was in the Forum of Cultures 2004 of Barcelona with other works. At the Berlinale too. In
Buenos Aires making an exhibition of Photography and Video (Esteban Lisa Foundation, year
2005), and so on ... Then came the silence. After a tough fight against the disease of
pancreatitis, in 2014 I embarked on a pioneering project in northern Argentina: The Film
Workshop for Children and Adolescents (I came to this country because of the crisis, although I
miss my hometown: Barcelona) . In this project I try to teach Cinematography to the little ones,
where pedagogy and art come together and project lots of moments of happiness, fun and ...
very interesting short films! I wondered if we could enter the professional circuit of Short Film
Festivals in 3 years and ... here we are! Being selected with several works of my students from
2017, and winning prizes in addition! This is paradise! Attached link to my resume. http://
tallerdecine.foro.bz/h6-curriculum-david-valverde

Fresh Stream Experimental Film Festival, the 1st Edition, 2018

Friday, March 30th, 12:05 pm PDT/20.05 CET

Ouroboros
09 min, United States, 2017
Animation / Experimental / Music Video / Art
2D, 3D, Experimental
Directors: Harvey Goldman, Jing Wang

Directors
Harvey Goldman (United States), Jing Wang (China)
Brahmanda 20011 Enigma 2013 Passaddhi 2015 Sky Pacers 2016 Ouroboros
2017,

Glints of light, passing of shadows, the choreography of perpetual existence sets
the stage for this Delphian ballet. The impenetrable flow of life’s rhythms, their
Sisyphean inceptions and cessations are punctuated with eternity’s ephemeral
modulations. The transmigration has begun, the beginning of the end, the end of
the beginning. The “visual music” collaborations of Jing Wang and Harvey Goldman
attempt to produce a synesthesia like experience. The audience is encouraged to
“see” the music and “hear” the visuals. The imagery and audio components are
constructed without hierarchy, a true melding of sound and image.
Fresh Stream Experimental Film Festival, the 1st Edition, 2018

Colorado Counties: A Journey In Watercolor
09 min, United States, 2017
Documentary / Experimental / Music Video / Architecture / Art / City
/ Environmental / Identity / Mountain / Music / Nature / Pop-Rock /
Rural / Tourism / Travel
Director: Ronnie Cramer
Artist/musician Ronnie Cramer spent years traveling throughout
Colorado (by foot, Jeep and Harley-Davidson) and painted a scene in
each of the state's 64 counties. This film displays these works and
features Cramer's wistful musical score.

Friday, March 30th, 12:15 pm PDT/20.15 CET

Director:
Ronnie Cramer, United States
Artist/Musician/Filmmaker Ronnie Cramer has been active in the arts
community for over thirty years. His paintings have been exhibited in
galleries and other venues across the country, his music has achieved
airplay on over 150 radio stations nationwide and his critically-acclaimed
films have been screened at festivals around the world. He has also
been featured as a guest lecturer on art and media at numerous
museums and universities. Cramer's work has been exhibited in all fifty
states and in forty other countries.
Fresh Stream Experimental Film Festival, the 1st Edition, 2018

Friday, March 30th, 12:25 pm PDT/20.25 CET

Feed Back

Director:
Hyunsung Jo, Korea, South

15 min, Korea, South, 2017
Documentary / Experimental / Art
Director: Hyunsung Jo

I am a Korean Filmmaker in San Francisco.

An art school student tries to get feed back about his idea of new art
work from his friends and family but they just say what they want to say.

Fresh Stream Experimental Film Festival, the 1st Edition, 2018

Friday, March 30th, 12:40 pm PDT/20.40 CET

And Their Faces Will Be Painted
03 min, Norway, 2017
Experimental / Art / Mystery / Nature / Poetry / Spiritual / Women
Director: Elin Glærum Haugland
A hillside behind a field of grass. A strange sound. Wind instruments. Suddenly a human
figure appears in front of the hillside. The figure is walking towards the camera. It is a
woman. It is quiet again. On her way forward, the woman becomes double, the colors
change, what is happening? The strange sound is back. Then things go back to normal,
and she continues forward. Right in front of us, she stops. The sound of the wind is
suddenly strong. Her face is painted with patterns, maori warrior paint with female
symbols. She bends her head backwards and as she reveals her bare throat covered in
stripes, the sound is back, the wind instruments, and her face is double, vague, the colors
are different. When she looks forward again, staring at us, she seems normal again. She
looks to one side, then the other. Her face returns to face us, and the gaze is intense. In
the same moment the colors change, the sound is strong, the gaze intense, and then, all
is black.

Director:
Elin Glærum Haugland, Norway
Elin Glærum Haugland (born 1988 in Bærum) has her education from the Bergen
Academy of Art and Design (photography) and Trondheim Academy of Fine Art. Since
2015 she has traveled with her project to the Amazon in Brazil and Peru, Easter Island,
Tahiti, Samoa and New Zealand. She works with painting and experimental films. In the
rainforest and in Polynesia, she has learned about local culture and painted using color
pigments she finds in nature. In 2017 she attended the LabVerde Art Immersion Program
in the Amazon in Brazil with other artists and a group of scientists. In October the same
year, she debuted at the large art exhibition Trøndelagsutstillingen with the work 'Pigment
Painting # 10: Sky of Berries and Sacred Ochre'. The artist has produced several
experimental films and music videos in the name of art. She is most proud of her last three
films; ”Seaching for Eden” – filmed in Norway and England and it was screened at the
International Film Festival Signes de Nuit in Paris in 2014. Later she produced a music
video for the musician Kari Harneshaug and the track We Were Closer to the End. This
work was filmed in the Peruvian Amazon jungle. Her latest work ’and their faces will be
painted’ was filmed in Easter Island, Chile, and has been screened at the art exhibition
’Confusion of Tongues’ in Oslo 2017 as part of a sculptured painting.

Fresh Stream Experimental Film Festival, the 1st Edition, 2018

Friday, March 30th, 12:45 pm PDT/20.45 CET

La Vera Memoria / The Real Memory
52 min, Italy, 2017
Documentary / Archeology / Art / Cinema / Technology
Director: Stefano Grossi

Director:
Stefano Grossi, Italy

The central theme of the documentary is the reproduction and the survival of
the past. The film is based on the rich and precious historical archives of the
Seventies concerning the trade-unions struggles of the Fiat workers in Turin
between 1969 and 1980 and it can be considered as a reflection on the
historical memory and at the same time on the physical life and deterioration
of the cinematographical “objects” which transmit it to us: exactly, the films.
Through a short “film inside the film” set in the restoration laboratories of
Eurolab Italia and interviews with Paolo Cherchi Usai (an international expert
of film restoration) and with Massimo Vidale (an international expert of
archeological dig) the documentary faces the fundamental theme of the
ambiguous sense and meaning of the restoration techniques in the Movies
and in general in Art.
Fresh Stream Experimental Film Festival, the 1st Edition, 2018

Splendida Moarte Accident / The Blissfull Accidental Death
15 min, Romania, 2017
Animation / Fiction / Adolescence / Art / Cinema / Drama /
Fantasy / Identity / Jewish / Mystery / Poetry / Romantic / Social /
Travel / Urban Art / Women
2D, 3D, Paint on Paper
Director: Sergiu Negulici
Entering an antique shop, a young man finds an intriguing drawing
which is hiding a secret love letter on the back, written 70 years ago.
After finding out that the author of the drawing is still alive, 105 years
old, and persuasive in finding out if the story is real, the man goes on an
unusual journey to meet her, the painter who befriended many important
Romanian artists at the beginning of the 20th century.

Friday, March 30th,
1:40 pm PDT/21.40 CET

Director:
Sergiu Negulici, Romania
Sergiu Negulici was drawing and his parents took him seriously and
studied arts - sculpture in Toniza Art College and National University
of Arts Bucharest He started working in the first post production studio
in post '89 Romania, Abis Studio, where he worked a lot of projects as art director, visual artist, animator, lead animator, director , and he
became part of the new wave of digital artists. He was participating
with his art projects in few shows and art exhibitions, he was also
trainer In the Romanian animation festival - Anim’Est during 5
editions. A couple of years ago he was given the chance to coordinate
a small team for a part of a feature animation film and his work since
focused more in animation movies. “The Blissful Accidental Death” is
his first short animation movie - as a director, co-scenarist, lead
animator, cinematographer. He has in pre-production his next short
animation - “The Accident” He is currently working in his own
animation studio - Reniform Studio, coordinating a small team of
young talented artists.
Fresh Stream Experimental Film Festival, the 1st Edition, 2018

Friday, March 30th,
1:55 pm PDT/21.55 CET

Solar Ring Triptych
12 min, Croatia, Netherlands, 2015
Experimental / Fiction / Art / Dance
Director: Valentina Lacmanovic
SOLAR RING triptych is the second video artwork of Valentina
Lacmanovic in which the artist films herself and develops the use of
camera as an extension of the moving body through repetitive spiralling
movement and trance-like states. It permits to the spectator to enter into
the privileged, intimate space of the performer and experience the piece
from an unusual perspective. It is a meditative but demanding and
almost disturbing artwork. It calls for “letting go” of mental questioning
and invites to abandon. Three parts corresponds to three phases of
process of transformation of the obsessive mind, indulging in toxic
thoughts towards the awakening of the consciousness through the
repetitive spiralling movement and abandon. CHAPTER I Golden cage
with open door (obsession with confusion) The incessant movement of
the mind and its chaotic thoughts create a golden cage from which
escape is possible, the door is always open, but the toxic attachment is
stronger. CHAPTER II Solar spiral (transformation) In order to leave the
obsessive mind, a tool is necessary. Spiraling and whirling are the key,
the way out. CHAPTER III Voda light (katharmon. myein.) Voda means
water in Croatian. Once out of the mental cage, the elements are
different, and the reflection of light influences the movement. Water
evokes the initiation, purification (katharmon) and ritualisation. Myein in
ancient Greek means 'to close' referring to the lips or the eyes - evoking
the secret status surrounding the rites. Later, myein has come to stand
for the inexplicable.

Director:
Valentina Lacmanovic, France
Performance artist. Studied drama at CNSAD (French National Academy of Dramatic and dance
– classical and contemporary techniques in Croatia, France, Spain, Turkey, India and The
Netherlands. She also possesses a Master degree in Philosophy/Aesthetic (title : “Fascination
de la laideur”) at Universitéé Paris VIII. Fluent in five languages, Valentina was always attracted
to variety of cultures, philosophies and performing arts technique as well as martial arts. From
2001 onwards, her work has been focused on creating solo and collaborative performances,
inspired by rituals (as roots of performing arts), shamanic practices and trance-like states.
Profound research into ritual versus performing spaces gave since 2003 a new direction to her
work as an art director and performer, ultimately resulting in the project “Shedervish” (2007), a
dance and video-art piece and an experimental video artwork “Shedervish Framed”, work that
settled the base for her recognizable, unique signature. Since 2008 she has been creating
performances and projects for both white cube and black box spaces in collaboration with
musicians, video-artists, sound-artists, filmmakers, dancers and in dialogue with experts in
anthropology, ethnology and psychoanalysis. Nowadays she works and lives between
Amsterdam and Paris. Her main focus is creation of contemporary art of immersion through
interdisciplinary projects, mainly performances and video art, inspired by philosophical reflection
on ritual practices and transformative performance acts. She continues her research (under the
title “From Trance to Performance”) on convergences and divergences between contemporary
visions of performance and enacting of rituals. Filmography SHEDERVISH FRAMED (2008),
experimental SOLAR RING tríptico (2015), experimental CATCH (2016), experimental
DISORIENT (2016), experimental, co-dirección and co-producción con Ludivine Allegue
Fresh Stream Experimental Film Festival, the 1st Edition, 2018

Friday, March 30th, 2:10 pm PDT/22.10 CET

Fantasiflukt / Fantasy Escape
03 min, Norway, 2017
Music Video / Art / Romantic / Water
Director: Sondre Pettersen
The video deals with the fine borderlines between euphoria and drowning,
which can occur both underwater and in romantic love. Fantasiflukt can be
seen as escape from the fact that everything must end one day, also the
relationship with the one you love.

Director:
Sondre Pettersen, Norway
Sondre Pettersen (b. 1991), educated at Jazzlinja in Trondheim, has worked
as a musician, composer and actor. He has had major roles at Hålogaland
Theater, Trøndelag Theater and Riksteateret, and is currently working at Det
Norske Teater. Sondre is a vocalist, composer and producer in DRØM. This is
Pettersens debut as a director of music video.

Fresh Stream Experimental Film Festival, the 1st Edition, 2018

Brothers
04 min, Sweden, 2015
Experimental / Fiction / Children / Family
Director: Juha Lilja
Loneliness, loss, sorrow - they are all familiar to us. Time. Children experience it
differently. For them a small moment can be eternity.

Friday, March 30th, 2:15 pm PDT/22.15 CET

Director:
Juha Lilja, Finland
Juha Lilja is a Sweden-based artist and film maker. Born and raised in Finland. Lilja
tries to take unconventional approach to the production and distribution of his work.
When his movie Sleep was screened in IFFR2015, the curator bragged for having
purchased the screening copy (with full rights) from Amazon for $9. Filmography
2013 Sleep Festivals: IFFR 2015 Producer Director Actor 2015 Platform Producer
Director 2015 Brainwash Festivals: Kouvola Film Festival 2015, HLEF 2015 Producer
Director 2015 Deadweight Festivals: Kouvola Film Festival 2015 Producer Director
2015 Brothers Producer Director
Fresh Stream Experimental Film Festival, the 1st Edition, 2018

Mies On Scene. Barcelona In Two Acts
57 min, Spain, 2018
Documentary / Art
Directors: Pep Martín & Xavi Campreciós
The Barcelona Pavilion was demolished eight months after its construction in
1929 but its image remained alive in its absence, influencing all generations of
architects. The documentary is a reflection on the transforming power of art.

Friday, March 30th, 2:20 pm PDT/22.20 CET

Directors:
Pep Martín & Xavi Campreciós, Spain
Pep Martín: Publicist and documentary films director and producer. He
worked for more than 20 years as a creative director at Talp Communication.
His documentary Ícaro was awarded in 2010 as the Best Documentary by the
Academy of Medical Science of Catalunya and Balears, and included in the
official selection of the DocsBarcelona Film Festival 2010. For the last 5 years
he has been creating all kinds of audiovisual material for Nihao Films,
especially about architecture.
Xavi Campreciós: Documentary films director and producer. Graduated from
ESCAC, his short documentary Open 24 Hours was awarded the Best
National Short Film Documentary at Documenta Madrid 2010. For the last 10
years he has been working between China and Spain, creating all kinds of
audiovisual material for Nihao Films, especially about architecture.
Fresh Stream Experimental Film Festival, the 1st Edition, 2018

